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DAIRY HERD PREGNANCY LOSS 

Dairy Newsletter August 1, 2014 

    Pregnancy losses in dairy cows are more prevalent in the early stages of gestation. Once pregnancies 

have been diagnosed at day 27 or later post breeding, we can measure pregnancy loss by recording 

pregnant cows that return to heat and pregnant cows that are diagnosed open on the recheck.    

Pregnancy loss can range from 7% to 28% between 30 days and 60 days post breeding.  For pregnancies 

diagnosed at 30 days of gestation, 15% pregnancy loss is considered a normal occurrence. 

      

         Actual size of a 28 day pregnancy as viewed by ultrasound 

    Pregnancy rechecks are done between 50 and 70 days of pregnancy to confirm the cow is still in calf.  

Many cows who lose a pregnancy will retain the corpus luteum (CL) on the ovary and will not return to 

heat for 3 to 8 weeks or longer.  The absence of heat signs does not always mean a cow is still pregnant.  

In some cows at the recheck we identify a dead fetus. Once a fetus dies, the time until it is expelled can 

range from 3 days to months.  If the dead fetus is held by the cow, she will not return to heat. When a 

dead fetus is identified, we can induce the cow to abort and then she can be rebred. The value in 

performing rechecks is confirming a cow is still pregnant with a viable pregnancy after this period of 

increased risk of pregnancy loss. 

   Once cows are confirmed pregnant past 60 days of gestation, the abortion rate drops significantly to 

3% to 5%.  Identifying cows with twin pregnancies is important because they will have a higher risk of 

abortion throughout the pregnancy.  In herds where pregnancy loss is happening after 60 days of 

gestation, recheck all pregnant cows that show bloody vulvar discharge or signs of heat.  It may be 

worthwhile to confirm pregnancy in all cows before drying off at the end of their lactation. 

   If pregnancy loss exceeds 15%, investigate the herd for reasons why.  Pregnancy loss in dairy cows 

have been associated with impaired development of the embryo, uterine and other fresh cow diseases, 

infectious diseases such as mastitis and other virus infections, excessive body condition loss in early 

lactation,  heat stress and diet composition. 
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